## Angle Plates
### Cast Iron, Dimension Fixed Type

#### Angle Plates – Cast Iron, Dimension Fixed Type

#### Hole Machining Selection FB
- No Hole Type
- Through Hole Type

#### Part Number
- Part Number:
  - Type:
    - A
      - Hole Machining Selection:
        - FB
          - Through Hole Type
        - FBK
        - FBKB
        - FBKM

#### Surface Treatment
- Primer Casting (Gray)
- Black Oxide
- Chrome Nickel Plating

#### Material
- Cast Iron

#### Surface Treatment
- Surface Treatment is not applied to the machined surfaces and holes.

#### Hole Machining Selection D / DM
- Through Hole Type
- When A=40 or Less
- When A>40

#### Part Number
- Part Number:
  - Type:
    - A
      - Hole Machining Selection:
        - DM or DDKM

#### Surface Treatment
- Surface Treatment is not applied to the machined surfaces and holes.

### Aluminum / Stainless Steel / Dimension Fixed Type

#### Angle Plates – Aluminum / Stainless Steel / Dimension Fixed Type

#### Hole Machining Selection FB
- Without Hole Type
- Through Hole Type
- Through Hole & Dowel Hole Type

#### Part Number
- Part Number:
  - Type:
    - A
      - Hole Machining Selection:
        - FB
          - Without Hole Type
        - FBK
        - FBKB
        - FBKM

#### Surface Treatment
- Black Oxide
- Chrome Nickel Plating

#### Material
- Aluminum / Stainless Steel

#### Surface Treatment
- Surface Treatment is not applied to the machined surfaces and holes.

#### Note:
- Perform without specific dimensions are same as ABKFB (Without Hole Type).

#### Hole Machining Selection D
- Through Hole Type
- When A=10 or Less
- When A>10

#### Part Number
- Part Number:
  - Type:
    - A
      - Hole Machining Selection:
        - DM or DDKM

#### Surface Treatment
- Surface Treatment is not applied to the machined surfaces and holes.

#### Note:
- Perform without specific dimensions are same as ABKFB (Without Hole Type).

### Aluminum / Stainless Steel / Dimension Fixed Type

#### Angle Plates – Aluminum / Stainless Steel / Dimension Fixed Type

#### Hole Machining Selection FB
- Without Hole Type
- Through Hole Type
- Through Hole & Dowel Hole Type

#### Part Number
- Part Number:
  - Type:
    - A
      - Hole Machining Selection:
        - FB
          - Without Hole Type
        - FBK
        - FBKB
        - FBKM

#### Surface Treatment
- Black Oxide
- Chrome Nickel Plating

#### Material
- Aluminum / Stainless Steel

#### Surface Treatment
- Surface Treatment is not applied to the machined surfaces and holes.

#### Note:
- Perform without specific dimensions are same as ABKFB (Without Hole Type).